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Eyewitness & Window to the Womb 2: The Next Generation

a Sound Wave Images Production with
Sonographer, Shari Richard

Pregnancy Care & Counseling Version

Chapter 2—Eyewitness 2: The Next Generation (Spanish Version)
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“A picture is worth a thousand words,” Especially if they are the next
generation of 3-D and 4-D ultrasound images. In a high school presentation,
Shari will give a fascinating journey through all three trimesters. (12 min.)

A fascinatin
g journey
through the
womb with
the newest
digital
ultrasound
technology

Contains soothing background music with fascinating visuals and descriptive
subtitles, which provide an overview of human development. (12 min.)
The section ends with Precious Life, a Spanish music video of the unborn babies. (5 min.)
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Chapter 3—Journey from Death to Life (Abridged Version)
Hear the voices of men and women who are breaking the silence as they share their personal
stories of the tragic grief and pain of abortion. Combined with music and testimony, this message
will bring healing and hope to begin the journey back from death to life, from pain to healing
and from denial to purpose. (28 min.)

Chapter 4—Making an Informed Choice
Before considering abortion, women will need to know the risks and complications to make
an informed choice. (7 min.)

Chapters 5 & 6—Post Abortion and Healing
For clients who have experienced a
previous abortion and suffer from
unresolved feelings of guilt, shame and
grief. She will hear from other women
who have suffered the pain of abortion
and have found healing. (9 min.)
The music video We’ll Stand Up for
You is dedicated to all those who have
suffered from abortion. (4 min.)
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PREGNANCY CARE & COUNSELING VERSION

Chapter 1—Eyewitness 2: The Next Generation (Abridged Version)

EYEWITNESS & Window to the Womb 2

Pregnancy Centers across the nation have used Sonographer, Shari Richard’s incredible 1990
edition of Eyewitness to the Earliest Days of Life and Window to the Womb to educate their clients on
life in the womb and facts on abortion. Now through the new release of Eyewitness & Window to the
Womb 2: The Pregnancy Care and Counseling Version, pregnancy centers, churches and schools will
be able to provide the facts about fetal development, abortion complications, post abortion syndrome
and healing. Separate chapters will allow counselors and instructors to select specialized
presentations to accommodate the needs and time constraints of their session.
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